Abstract—File consistency maintenance in P2P systems is a technique for maintaining consistency between files and their replicas. Most previous consistency maintenance methods depend on either message spreading or structure-based pushing. Message spreading generates high overhead due to a large amount of messages; structure-based pushing methods reduce this overhead. However, both approaches cannot guarantee that every replica node receives an update in churn, because replica nodes passively wait for updates. As opposed to push-based methods that are not effective in high-churn and low-resource P2P systems, polling is churn-resilient and generates low overhead. However, it is faced with a number of challenges: (1) ensuring a limited inconsistency; (2) realizing polling in a distributed manner; (3) considering physical proximity in polling; and (4) leveraging polling to further reduce polling overhead. To handle these challenges, this paper introduces a poll-based distributed file consistency maintenance method called Geographically-aware Wave (GeWave). GeWave further reduces update overhead, enhances the fidelity of file consistency, and takes proximity into account. Using adaptive polling in a dynamic structure, GeWave avoids redundant file updates and ensures that every node receives an update in a limited time period even in churn. Furthermore, it propagates updates between geographically close nodes in a distributed manner. Extensive experimental results from the PlanetLab real-world testbed demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of GeWave in comparison with other representative consistency maintenance schemes. It dramatically reduces the overhead and yields significant improvements on effectiveness, scalability and churn-resilience of previous file consistency maintenance methods.
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1 Introduction

Over the past several years, the immense popularity of the Internet has produced a significant stimulus to peer-to-peer (P2P) computer networks. A P2P computer network uses the cumulative resources of network participants, rather than conventional centralized resources, in which a relatively low number of servers provide services to clients. P2P systems enable peers to find data without relying on a centralized index server. File sharing is one of the most popular applications of P2P systems. Users who engage in P2P file sharing on the Internet both provide and receive files in a decentralized manner. It was indicated that P2P content responds well to caching because it has high reuse patterns and most P2P content is requested multiple times. Thus, file replication and caching have been studied [1–21] to improve P2P file sharing system performance. Shared files are replicated on a number of nodes to improve system reliability and availability. Moreover, query results are always cached along the routing path to reduce the querying latency of subsequent queries.

Although files in some P2P file sharing systems (i.e. KaZaA [22] and Morpheus [23]) are always consistent, other P2P systems (i.e., OceanStore [24] and Publius [25]) permit users to modify their files, leading to inconsistency between a modified file and its replicas [26]. In addition, with the tremendous development of P2P applications, newly-developed P2P applications require frequent content updates, such as trust management [27], remote collaboration, bulletin-board systems, and e-commerce catalogues. In these applications, files are frequently and regularly changed. Therefore, maintaining consistency between a file and its replicas is needed for correct operation of a P2P system so that the service quality of existing P2P applications is improved and the basic requirements of newly-developed P2P applications are met. Without effective consistency maintenance, a P2P system is limited to providing only static or infrequently-updated file sharing [26].

The number of nodes in a P2P system usually varies from thousands to millions, and the nodes are scattered across geographically distributed areas. Also, P2P systems are characterized by churn, in which many nodes join, leave and fail continuously and rapidly. Thus, a scalable and churn-resilient consistency maintenance method is demanded. In addition, the method is required to achieve the following objectives:

(1) High fidelity of consistency of queried results. It is important that every replica node can receive the update message in a limited time, so that a file requester can receive up-to-date files with high probability.

(2) Low overhead. Efficient consistency maintenance methods do not generate high overhead, which would otherwise become an obstacle for achieving high scalability.

Centralized schemes, as employed in [28, 10] and current Facebook datacenters, are a straightforward way to maintain replica consistency. In these methods, a file owner keeps track of the replica nodes and notifies the nodes every time the file is changed. However, these lack scalability and suffer from single-points of failure. Some decentralized consistency maintenance methods rely on message spreading [29, 30], in which
an update message is flooded in the network. This method generates very high overhead because of the overwhelming number of messages. To reduce overhead, other decentralized methods depend on structures [26, 31–33] to propagate updates by pushing so that each node receives only one message. However, node failures may break the structure, leading to unsuccessful update propagation. For example, in a tree structure [31], if a parent fails, all of its descendants are not able to receive the update message. In addition to the update failures, these methods generate high overhead for structure maintenance. Nodes need to update their neighbors in the structure to deal with replica node creation and deletion, especially in churn. In both message spreading and structure-based decentralized pushing approaches, because replica nodes passively wait for updates, they do not know when they fail to receive updates due to churn. Therefore, these approaches cannot guarantee that every replica node receives an update in churn.

Push-based methods are advantageous for real-time updates, i.e., replica nodes receive an update soon after the file is updated. In a P2P system with high churn that cannot afford high overhead and does not require real-time updates, polling is more suitable for file consistency maintenance as it is churn-resilient and generates low overhead. By “churn-resilient”, we mean that nodes can be aware that they have not received update in time due to churn and then actively obtain the update by polling. For example, a principle for scaling eBay’s distributed system is ‘embracing inconsistency’ [34]. However, a poll-based method faces a number of challenges: (1) ensuring a limited inconsistency (i.e., high fidelity of consistency); (2) realizing polling in a distributed manner; (3) considering physical proximity in polling; and (4) leveraging polling to further reduce overhead.

To handle these challenges, this paper introduces a poll-based distributed file consistency maintenance method called Geographically-aware Wave (GeWave). GeWave further reduces update overhead and enhances the fidelity of file consistency, while considering proximity. In GeWave, each replica node has a polling frequency for its replica that ensures replica consistency with high probability when requested. GeWave builds a tree structure, in which a child’s parent has a higher polling frequency and is geographically close to the child. In an update process, children poll their parents from the top to the bottom, level by level. Due to its wavy pattern among geographically close nodes, we name this method as geographically-aware wave. GeWave also has a lightweight structure maintenance algorithm to resiliently deal with P2P churn and replica node creation and deletion.

Most previous methods aim to inform all replica nodes soon after a file is updated. The ultimate goal of consistency maintenance is to guarantee that query results are not out-of-date. Therefore, rather than trying to achieve strong consistency of replicas all the time, GeWave aims to achieve the consistency of query results with high probability by avoiding unnecessary updates. A significant feature of GeWave is that it achieves an optimized tradeoff between overhead and fidelity of consistency. Specifically, GeWave possesses the following distinguishing features.

(1) **High fidelity of consistency.** It uses adaptive polling to ensure that all replica nodes receive updates, and to achieve high consistency fidelity of queried results with high probability.
(2) **Low overhead.** It conducts update propagation between geographically close nodes. Also, it avoids redundant file updates by dynamically adapting to time-varying file update and query rates, and it generates much lower overhead for structure maintenance.
(3) **High scalability.** It conducts consistency maintenance in a decentralized manner rather than completely relying on the file owner, and a node receives updates directly without relay nodes.
(4) **Churn-resilience.** It ensures that a replica node can always receive an update, even in churn.

GeWave is proposed for a high-churn and low-resource system that can tolerate inconsistency for a limited time period (i.e., minimum update interval), and in which the query rate of replicas varies in a certain range. Though GeWave can adjust its file polling frequency in response to the file update rate and query rate changes, it is not suitable when a replica file’s update or query rate experiences significant fluctuations very frequently and abruptly. In such a scenario, GeWave may not be able to adapt to the changes quickly.

### 2 Related Work

**Message spreading.** One class of consistency maintenance methods is based on message spreading. Lan et al. [30] proposed the use of flooding-based push for static files and polling for dynamic files. In the hybrid push/pull algorithm [29], flooding is replaced with rumor spreading to reduce communication overhead. A replica node randomly selects a set of replica nodes and forwards the message to them with a probability. In order to reduce redundancy and help replica nodes discover replicas unknown to them, a partial list of replica nodes to which the same message has been sent is enclosed with the update message. The update message will not be forwarded to the replica nodes in this partial list. When a new node joins or a node reconnects, it contacts online replica nodes to poll updated content. However, the hybrid push/pull scheme only offers probabilistic guarantee of replica consistency.

While suitable for unreliable P2P systems with churn, message spreading methods generate high propagation overhead due to a large number of update messages. They also cannot guarantee that an update message reaches every replica node. In addition, the scheme does not consider proximity in message spreading. In contrast, GeWave generates low overhead by relying on a GeWave structure comprised of only replica nodes. It can guarantee that each replica node receives the update by polling. Further, it considers proximity in update message transmission.

**Structure-based pushing.** Another class of methods relies on push-based structures. Li et al. [26] presented a scheme that forms the replica nodes into a proximity-aware hierarchical structure (UMPT): the upper layer is a distributed hash table (DHT), and a node in the lower layer attaches to a physically close node in the upper layer. An update tree is built dynamically when the upper layer propagates update messages. Though it takes proximity into account, clusters of
3 Overview of GeWave

In GeWave, each replica node has a periodical polling time interval for its replica, denoted by time-to-refresh (TTR). GeWave forms replica nodes of a file into a structure based on their TTR values and their physical locations. An example of the GeWave structure is shown in Figure 1. The root node is the file owner, and the replica nodes are organized in ascending order of their TTR levels from the top to the bottom. That is, the first level nodes are the nodes that have the least TTR level, and the TTR level of the $d^{th}$ level nodes is smaller than that of the $(d+1)^{th}$ level nodes, i.e., the polling rate of the nodes in the $d^{th}$ level is faster than that of the nodes in the $(d+1)^{th}$ level. The children are physically close to their parents.

In GeWave, rather than polling the file owner, each replica node polls its parent for an update. The file update is conducted in the fashion of a wave. After the original file is updated, the nodes in the first level poll the file owner for updates before their replicas are queried. Later, the nodes in the second level poll the nodes in the first level before their replicas are queried, and so on. Therefore, a file's updating process is like a wave from the top to the bottom between geographically close nodes. In this way, GeWave is distinguished by a number of features: (1) Depending on active polling rather than pushing, GeWave enhances the fidelity of consistency. (2) Polling within geographically close nodes dramatically improves the efficiency of consistency maintenance. (3) Relying on decentralized polling instead of centralized polling, GeWave achieves a high scalability by distributing the overhead among replica nodes. (4) Compared to the structure-based pushing methods, GeWave avoids update failures due to node departures and failures and helps to ensure file consistency, even in churn. Also, the direct node-to-node communication enables distant nodes to achieve consistency and is less sensitive to churn, network size and P2P structure. Specifically, GeWave addresses the following challenges:

(1) How can the GeWave structure be constructed to considering file update and query rates and node physical proximity?

(2) How can consistency maintenance in the GeWave structure be conducted, in a decentralized manner?

(3) How can the GeWave structure be maintained in churn in order to enhance the fidelity of file consistency?

Replica nodes are allowed to modify the file but need to notify the file owner. Techniques for file replication are orthogonal to our study in this paper. As previously mentioned, though GeWave can adjust its file polling frequency in response to the file update rate, it is not suitable for a scenario where a replica file's query rate or update rate experiences significant fluctuations very frequently and abruptly. P2P systems with relatively stable update and query rates are not uncommon. Gnutella [38] shows that the popularity of transiently popular files is stable over a short time period and the popularity of persistently popular files remains stable. The work in [39] assumes that a file's update rate (i.e., number of updates over a certain period of time) is relatively stable. A scenario with
A replica is never outdated by more than $\triangle$ for updates. Specifically, GeWave uses the strategy in the work considers cases when replica nodes directly poll the file owner to determine if its replica is stale. GeWave is developed based on the work in [37] that provides a node with an updated file to determine if its replica is consistent. A replica node periodically calculates $TTR_{query}$ based on its own queries. A replica node periodically calculates $TTR_{query}$ of its replica. For example, during a time period, a replica is visited $m$ times with $TTR_{query}$, $(1 \leq i \leq m)$. Then, $TTR_{query} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} TTR_{query}/m$. When $TTR \leq TTR_{query}$, that is, when the file update rate is higher than the file query rate, there is no need to update the replica at the update rate. On the other hand, when $TTR > TTR_{query}$, that is, the replica is visited at a higher rate than its update rate, then the replica should be updated based on $TTR$. This polling frequency determination method avoids unnecessary overhead for file updates while achieving high fidelity of consistency of queried results.

4.2 Geographically-aware Wave

All replica nodes polling a file owner for consistency maintenance may overload the file owner, leading to delayed update message response. The $TTR$-based and proximity-aware GeWave structure conducts file consistency maintenance in a decentralized manner.

Before we present the details of the GeWave structure, let us introduce a landmarking method to represent node closeness on the Internet by indices. Landmark clustering has been widely adopted to generate proximity information [40, 41]. It is based on the intuition that nodes close to each other are likely to have similar distances to a few selected landmark nodes, although details may vary from system to system. We assume $m$ landmark nodes that are randomly scattered in the Internet. Each node measures its physical distances to the $m$ landmarks, and uses the vector of distances $<d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_m>$ as its coordinate in Cartesian space. Two physically close nodes have similar landmark vectors. Note that a sufficient number of landmark nodes are needed to reduce the probability of false clustering where nodes that are physically far away have similar landmark vectors. We use space-filling curves [42], such as Hilbert curve [41], to map $m$-dimensional landmark vectors to real-numbers, called Hilbert numbers. As a result, physically close nodes will have similar Hilbert numbers. We use $H_i$ to denote the Hilbert number of node $i$.

A GeWave structure is built dynamically based on the node proximity and polling rate. GeWave takes the file owner as its root and places nodes into different levels based on polling rate levels with nodes in the upper levels having higher polling frequencies than those in the lower levels. A GeWave
structure has \( L \) levels, where \( L \) is determined by the file owner according to the actual file query rate, \( TTR \) distribution and an estimated number of replica nodes. \( L \) should be set to an appropriate value. If \( L \) is too large, it will adversely affect the effectiveness of the GeWave structure for file updating. If it is too small, it may overload some nodes with many children. A real trace from Gnutella [38] shows that the file query rate can be modeled as a Zipf distribution. Therefore, \( TTR \) values are most likely to be varied in a range based on Formula (4). No matter whether the \( TTR \) values are varied in a range or not, the file owner partitions the entire \( TTR \) range and assigns each partition to each tree level so that the replica nodes are not distributed in different levels in imbalance (i.e., too many replica nodes are assigned to a level while very few replica nodes are assigned to another level). The entire \( TTR \) range does not have to be partitioned evenly, more even \( TTR \) distribution leads to move even partitions. We use \( L_{TTR} \) to denote a node’s \( TTR \) level. For instance, if the possible \( TTR \) is within \([0,100]\) seconds, \( L = 10 \) and each level evenly holds 10 seconds, then the nodes with \( TTR \) in \([0,10]\) are on level 1, the nodes with \( TTR \) in \([10,20]\) are on level 2, and so on. The \( TTR \) range on level 2 can be \([10,30]\) if there are few replica nodes with \( TTR \) in \([10,20]\) or \([20,30]\). After replica nodes join in the tree, their \( TTRs \) may change over the time leading to an imbalanced distribution of nodes in different tree levels. In order to avoid this problem, if many replica’s \( TTRs \) become very close, the file owner further partitions this \( TTR \) range into \( m \) levels. When a replica in this \( TTR \) range is created, the file owner assigns this replica to one of \( m \) levels that has the fewest nodes. If there are very few nodes in a level, the file owner can combine the range of this level with the range in the level above or below. After the tree reconstruction, the file owner notifies corresponding nodes to change their neighbors in the tree. To further achieve load balance, in Section 7.2, we will introduce a load balancing algorithm that avoids overloading a replica node due to many connected children.

As shown in Figure 1, the root node is the file owner, and the replica nodes are organized in ascending order of their \( TTR \) levels from the top to the bottom. That is, the first level nodes are the nodes that have the least \( TTR \) level, and the \( TTR \) level of the \( d^{th} \) level nodes is smaller than that of the \( (d+1)^{th} \) level nodes. In other words, the polling rate of nodes in the \( d^{th} \) level is faster than that of nodes in the \( (d+1)^{th} \) level.

GeWave uses the Hilbert number [41] to represent node proximity closeness. Physically close nodes have similar Hilbert numbers. We use \( H_i \) to denote the Hilbert number of node \( i \). In one level, nodes are arranged in ascending order of their Hilbert numbers. Nodes in the \( (d+1)^{th} \) level choose the geographically closest nodes in the \( d^{th} \) level as their parents. In one level, a node connects to its predecessor and successor, which are relatively physically close neighbor(s) whose polling rate is at the same level as itself. The neighbor links help to enhance the efficiency of structure maintenance for replica node joins and departures. As a result, a node has links to its parent, two neighbors (i.e., predecessor and successor) and its children. The root node does not have a parent link and the first node and last node in each level only have one neighbor.

In GeWave, rather than polling the file owner, each replica node polls its parent for an update. For example, in Figure 1 nodes \( A, B \) and \( C \) are physically close nodes, and node \( A \) is relatively close to its neighbors \( P \) and \( O \). During file updating, after \( A \) polls the file owner, \( B \) polls \( A \) for an update, and after that, \( C \) polls \( B \) for an update. A file has a new version number after it is updated. When a child polls its parent for an update, it also piggybacks its own version number on the request. If the parent finds that the piggybacked version is the same as its own version number, i.e., it has not received latest update, it does not respond until it has received a new update with a newer version number. If a file is not updated at its update rate within a time period, the file owner replies to the polling node that the file has not been updated during this update period. The parents subsequently reply to their children that the file has not updated during this update period. This policy prevents nodes from waiting for an update indefinitely before replying to file requests.

The parent assignment algorithm in GeWave ensures that a child’s parent has the most up-to-date file when the child polls it for an update and that child is physically close to its parent. Communication between geographically close nodes reduces bandwidth consumption and improves efficiency. From the perspective of the entire GeWave structure, the update process is modelled as a wave from the top to the bottom between geographically close nodes, ensuring nodes receive updates timely and efficiently. Such a decentralized update pattern distributes updating overhead among replica nodes, thus significantly improving the scalability of the polling method.

Section 7 in the supplementary file presents other mechanisms of GeWave including those for structure construction and maintenance, reliability, and load balancing.

5 Performance Evaluation

We designed and implemented the systems on the real-world PlanetLab testbed [43]. We compared the performance of GeWave with the SCOPE [31], UMPT [26] and Push/pull [29] methods. We chose SCOPE as a representative of system-wide structure-based pushing methods that constitute all nodes in a P2P system to a structure for consistency maintenance. We chose UMPT as a representative of per-file structure-based proximity-aware pushing methods that builds all replica nodes of a file into a system for consistency maintenance and propagate updates between geographically close nodes. We chose Push/pull as a representative of message spreading methods.

In UMPT and SCOPE, we set the \( k \) in the propagation \( k \)-nary tree to 2. Below, we briefly introduce each of the methods.

SCOPE [31]. By building a replica-partition-tree (RPT), SCOPE keeps track of the locations of replicas and then propagates update notifications. Specifically, each node has a consistent hash value (e.g. SHA-1) [44] as its \( m \)-bit identifier. RPT is built by recursively splitting the identifier space. The primary node of a key in the original identifier space is the root of RPT. The representative node of a key in each partition, recording the locations of replicas at the lower levels, becomes one intermediate node of RPT. The leaves of RPT are those representative nodes at the bottom level. When an update is propagated from the root to the bottom, an intermediate node decides
whether it needs to forward the update to each of its child partition. In the experiments, we built one RPT in a P2P system. UMPT [26]. UMPT is a proximity-aware hierarchical structure. Its upper layer is P2P-based and consists of powerful and stable replica nodes, while a replica node at the lower layer attaches to a physically close upper layer node. When a file is updated, a k-ary update message propagation tree (UMPT) is built dynamically and the update is propagated in the top-down manner. Each upper-layer node also forwards the update to its connected lower-layer nodes. Nodes periodically exchange messages to maintain the connections between lower-layer nodes and physically close upper-layer nodes.

Push/pull [29]. In this hybrid push/pull algorithm, the update messages are propagated in a rumor spreading style. A replica node randomly selects a set of replica nodes and forwards the message to them with a probability. In our experiments, a node selects its neighbors with probability 1 to spread the updates. In order to reduce the redundancy and help replica nodes discover replicas unknown to them, a partial list of replica nodes to which the same message has been sent is enclosed with the update message. The update message will not be forwarded to the replica nodes in this partial list.

In the PlanetLab experiments, we randomly chose 256 nodes on PlanetLab worldwide, and distributed 10 files (each of which is 1MB) to each node. We randomly chose 15 landmark nodes all over the world, and used the method introduced in Section 4.2 to generate the proximity of each node. Each node randomly chose nodes from the other 255 nodes to replicate its files. The size of an update was set to a value randomly chosen from [1,5]Kb. The file query rate of each replica file was randomly generated from [0,100]s. Considering the small scale of this P2P network, we did not limit the TTL of update transmission hops in Push/pull. Unless otherwise specified, each file has 100 replicas.

5.1 Consistency Maintenance Cost

Communication cost constitutes a major part of file consistency maintenance overhead. The cost is directly related to the update message size and physical path length or latency of the message travelled. We use the produce of these two factors of all messages to represent the communication cost.

5.1.1 Single File Update

We first test the communication cost of one file’s consistency maintenance. In this experiment, the file update rate was set to 20s. In Push/pull, each node pushes an update to 18 neighbors, 8 neighbors in its finger table and 10 in its successor list. Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show the average update communication cost measured by distance and latency for all replicas in every 20s during the total 500s with different number of replicas, respectively. We see that the result follows Push/pull > SCOPE > UMPT > GeWave. From the figures, we can see that Push/pull generates prohibitively high cost. In Push/pull, upon receiving an update message, a node forwards the update to its 18 neighbors. Thus, the number of messages increases exponentially. In addition, Push/pull does not consider proximity in message pushing and a node’s neighbors may be physically far away from itself. Therefore, a large amount of messages travel long distances in file updates, leading to a dramatically high cost. We also observe that GeWave and UMPT incur much lower communication cost than SCOPE. Because SCOPE propagates an update along a tree consisting of all nodes in the system, though some nodes are not replica nodes, the considerably larger number of messages increases the communication cost. Also, SCOPE does not take proximity into account in update propagation, resulting in long message travel distances. Furthermore, we can see that the communication cost of Push/pull and SCOPE remains almost constant regardless of the number of replica nodes. This is because Push/pull employs rumor spreading and SCOPE propagates the update among all system nodes.

In contrast, GeWave and UMPT constrain the propagation scope only within replica nodes. Also, they consider proximity by guiding update messages to travel between physically close nodes. Therefore, GeWave and UMPT generate significantly lower communication costs than Push/pull and SCOPE, and their communication costs increase as the number of replicas grows. We observe that GeWave produces lower costs than UMPT. This is because GeWave does not update replicas if they are visited less frequently than their update rates. This result shows the advantage of relaxing the strict consistency requirement that all replicas should be updated once the source file is updated. the result confirms the low overhead and latency of GeWave in consistency maintenance measured by the message transmission cost in the real-world testbed.

5.1.2 Proximity-aware Performance

This experiment shows the proximity-aware performance to map physically close nodes for communication. Figure 3 shows the proximity-aware performance in propagating update messages between physically close nodes. It shows that more update propagations in GeWave are within short distances than in other methods. Specifically, there are 88%, 82%, 71%, and 57% of all updates that are within 5000km in GeWave, UMPT, SCOPE and Push/pull, respectively; and
there are 99%, 91%, 84%, and 78% of all updates that are within 7000 km in GeWave, UMPT, SCOPE and Push/pull, respectively. This result confirms that GeWave and UMPT have higher proximity-aware performance than SCOPE and Push/pull, and that GeWave outperforms UMPT in propagating more updates between physically close nodes when nodes do not form clusters in a real-world network due to the same reasons as in Section 5.1.1. The result confirms that GeWave is effective in guiding update messages to travel between physically close nodes, leading to fast and lightweight update propagation.

5.1.3 The Number of Generated Messages

Figure 4 demonstrates the total number of update messages for all replicas during 100s versus the number of replicas in the experiment. The result follows Push/pull > SCOPE > UMPT > GeWave. Push/pull and SCOPE are stable, and UMPT and GeWave increase in proportion to the number of replicas. The results are consistent with Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b). In Push/pull, each node forwards an update message to 18 neighbors. Thus, Push/pull generates the highest number of messages in total for a file’s update regardless of the number of replicas. SCOPE propagates the update messages along the tree formed by all nodes in the system. Therefore, SCOPE produces 255 messages for each file update regardless of the number of replicas. GeWave and UMPT propagate update messages only among replica nodes. Thus, they produce more update messages as the number of replicas increases. Further, GeWave leads to much fewer messages due to the same reason as in Figure 2.

5.1.4 Multiple File Updates

In this experiment, we consider 200 files that are classified into four categories, and the percentage of the files in each category and their update rates were set to (0.5%, 10s), (2.5%, 20s), (7%, 30s) and (90%, 50s). Figure 5(a), Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c) show the total communication cost in distance and latency, and the number of file update messages versus the number of updates and number of replicas per file, respectively. In both figures, the results follow Push/pull > SCOPE > UMPT > GeWave. Also, Push/pull increases much faster than all other methods. We see that UMPT and GeWave exhibit much lower costs than Push/pull and SCOPE, the costs of which grow quickly with the number of updates. Comparing Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c) with Figure 2, we observe that Push/pull and SCOPE produce much higher communication costs in updating 200 files than updating 1 file. This is because they already incur very high costs for updating 1 file due to the involvement of all nodes in the system. Updating more files generates a cost that is multiple times higher. UMPT and GeWave incur much lower costs in updating 1 file. Then, updating more files brings about incremental cost growth. The figure demonstrates that the costs of Push/pull and SCOPE are not affected by the number of replicas per file. This is because no matter how many replicas a file has, Push/pull and SCOPE conduct the same operation involving all nodes in the system. The communication costs of UMPT and GeWave increase proportionally with the number of replicas per file and the number of updates, though it is not obvious in the figure. Recall that UMPT and GeWave only propagate update messages among replica nodes. Therefore, more replicas of a file or more updates generate more messages and hence higher communication costs. The three figures confirm the low cost and high efficiency of GeWave.

5.2 Fidelity of File Consistency

Recall that GeWave aims to ensure that each replica is never outdated by more than Δ time units. We define such a replica file as a soft up-to-date file, otherwise a soft outdated file. Let v_{1}, v_{1}, v_{2},... denote a file’s version after each update. After a file owner sends out an update for file version v_{i}, if a replica node provides the file with a version v_{j}(j < i), the provided file is defined as a hard outdated file.

Since an update could occur at any time spot during the unit time interval, we randomly chose the time spot for each update in an update interval when evaluating the fidelity of consistency. Our experimental results show that all methods generate 0 soft outdated files received in a system without churn. Figure 6(a) shows the number of received hard outdated files. We see that the result follows GeWave > SCOPE > Push/pull > UMPT. GeWave aims to reduce soft outdated files rather than hard outdated files, hence it generates most hard outdated files.

The update propagation speed of the push-based methods follows SCOPE > Push/pull > UMPT. With faster speed, more replica nodes can receive updates in time, leading to less hard outdated files. To further investigate the delay in updating, we plot Figure 6(b) that shows the CDF of the received hard outdated files versus the outdated time, defined as the time difference between when the file is received and when the file is hard outdated for the first time. We see that the outdated time for most received hard outdated files in the push-based methods is within 5 seconds, while that of GeWave is within
13 seconds. This result confirms that GeWave can always constrain the outdated time to a minimum update interval, and that the push-based methods are advantageous for real-time updates.

We then measure the fidelity of consistency of GeWave using the soft outdated files, and measure that of other methods using the hard outdated files. In Section 8.1 in the supplementary file, we measure the number of soft outdated files for all methods in churn, which shows the higher consistency fidelity of GeWave than other structure-based methods in churn. We measured the average number of received outdated files every 100s out of the total 1000s experiment time. Figure 7 shows this average number of received outdated files in 100s with different numbers of replicas per file. The result follows SCOPS>Push/pull>UMPT>GeWave. There are no received outdated files in GeWave, and the number of outdated files in the other three methods increases gradually. UMPT generates fewer outdated files than SCOPS because update propagation between physically close nodes in UMPT enables replicas to receive updates faster than in SCOPS. SCOPS produces fewer outdated files than Push/pull because SCOPS propagates updates faster along the tree. More replicas lead to shorter latencies in update propagation, and consequently more outdated files received. Using polling, each node in GeWave knows whether it has the updated file and only responds with the updated file, leading to 0 received outdated files.

In order to see the fidelity of consistency provided by the schemes when most files are updated more frequently, we change the percentage of the files and their update rates to (90%, 10s), (7%, 20s), (2.5%, 30s) and (0.5%, 50s). Figure 7(b) shows the average number of received outdated files in 100s during all 1000s, which also follows SCOPS>Push/pull>UMPT>GeWave. There are also no received outdated files in GeWave, and the number of outdated files in the other three increases gradually. The reasons for the results are the same as explained in Figure 7(a). Comparing Figure 7(b) with Figure 7(a), we see that the number of received outdated files in each method increases significantly due to the faster update rate. GeWave still produces 0 received outdated files in fast update rate, which confirms its performance in maintaining high fidelity of file consistency.

GeWave is distinguished by lower communication costs for updates, and higher fidelity of soft consistency in churn. Also, it achieves better proximity-aware performance than UMPT. Push/pull provides high consistency fidelity but at a cost of high message spreading overhead. We present additional experimental results in Section 8 in the supplementary file.

5.3 Different Update Rates
In this experiment, we evaluated the GeWave fidelity performance over different update rates of a file with one randomly chosen file owner and 100 replica nodes. We conducted 20 experiments, each lasting 100 seconds, and then calculated the average as the final result of each method. Figure 8 shows the number of outdated files received in different methods versus different update rates. The number of outdated files received follows SCOPS>Push/pull>UMPT>GeWave due to the same reason as Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b). The figure also shows that the number of received outdated files decreases as the update rates decrease. Decreasing update rate reduces the number of updates during each 100 second period, thus generating fewer outdated files received in each method. The figure also shows that the decreasing speed follows SCOPS>Push/pull>UMPT>GeWave; one reason for this behavior is that longer update paths lead to longer latencies, and the average path length from a file owner to a replica node follows SCOPS>Push/pull>UMPT. Updates are simultaneously pushed to more children in Push/pull than in SCOPS, so that more nodes in Push/pull receive updates with short path lengths. UMPT clusters physically close nodes for one-hop updates to reduce the updating latency and builds the heads of clusters into a tree. In the tree, children are not physically close their parents. Thus, an update may be propagated along physically far-away nodes along the tree. In GeWave, children are physically close to their parent in the tree. Children poll their parents for updates and poll the file owner after a timeout. Therefore, a replica node can always provide a soft up-to-date file.

5.4 File Query Latency
In this experiment, we evaluated the average query latency of a file. To make other methods comparable to GeWave, we assume that replica nodes in other methods also know whether their replicas are up-to-date when receiving a file.
query. The query latency is defined as the time period from the arrival of a query at a replica node (or file owner) to the time when an up-to-date file is ready to respond. When a node’s replica is not updated, the node delays the response for file queries until it receives the update or a “no update” message. Figure 9 shows the average query latency per query in 2000 seconds for different methods. We see that the average message latency follows SCOPE > Push/pull > UMPT > GeWave, and the query latency is independent of the number of replicas per file for all methods. The query rate is uniformly distributed during [0,100]s, which means that the query distribution over a time interval between two update arrivals is also uniform. As explained in Figure 8, the update latency follows SCOPE > Push/pull > UMPT > GeWave, and the query latency also exhibits the same tendency.

5.5 Trace-driven Experiments

We used a 4-hour I/O (read/write) trace from a large-scale application known as CTH [45] for file reads and writes in our experiments. The trace has 16,566 files, 3,972,284 file I/O calls, and 3,300 clients. The query rate varies in [0,315] visits/hour, and the update rate varies in [0, 4889] writes/hour. We selected 200 active files with the highest visit rates.

The BitTorrent User Activity Trace [46] traced the downloading status of 3,570,587 peers in 242 countries or districts all over the world. The number of peers of each country varying in [1,498,238] follows a power-law distribution. As the CTH trace has 3,300 clients, we simulated 3,300 peers following the same geographical distribution as the trace. That is, a peer is hosted in a randomly selected PlanetLab node in the same country as the peer among all 330 PlanetLab nodes.

We assigned the 200 files to randomly selected peers. In the experiment, first, each peer of the 3,300 peers randomly selected $m$ files to visit, and $m$ was varied from 2 to 10 in an increase step of 2. Each node replicates its visited file. Then, file updating and file visiting start at the same time. The files’ update rate and visit rate follows the rate distributions in the trace. We conducted each experiment lasting one hour to measure the update communication cost, communication latency, and the total number of messages for each $m$. We also measured the number of hard outdated files and soft outdated files to show the performance of the fidelity of consistency in different methods.

We use GeWave(w/o) to denote GeWave without proximity-awareness. Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b) and Figure 10(c) show the total update communication cost measured by distance and latency and the number of update messages, respectively. These figures show the same tendency as Figure 2(a), Figure 2(b) and Figure 4, respectively due to the same reasons. GeWave produces the highest performance in all methods, which saves 74.2%, 69.1% and 64.4% more than UMPT in distance, latency and the number of update messages, respectively. Compared to GeWave(w/o), GeWave saves 53.5% and 44.5% more update communication cost in distance and latency, respectively. This indicates that the necessity of proximity consideration in GeWave for parent node selection, which saves around half of the communication load.

Figure 11(a) shows the number of received hard outdated files. Due to the same reason as Figure 6(a), GeWave and GeWave(w/o) generate most hard outdated files. GeWave(w/o) does not consider the proximity, which makes the update communication latency larger. Thus, it receives around 3.9% more hard outdated files than GeWave. Figure 11(b) shows the CDF of the received hard outdated files versus the outdated time, which shows the same tendency as Figure 6(b) due to the same reasons. It also shows that GeWave(w/o) has 2.8% more outdated files with outdated time larger than 3 seconds than GeWave due to the same reason as Figure 11(a). Both of the two figures indicate the necessity of the proximity considera-
tion in GeWave. Figure 12 shows the number of received soft outdated files. It exhibits the same tendency as Figure 7 due to the same reasons, which confirms GeWave’s high performance in maintaining high fidelity of file consistency.

6 Conclusions

The challenges for consistency maintenance schemes in P2P systems are twofold: large scale and churn. To handle these challenges, we propose a Geographically-aware Wave consistency maintenance scheme (GeWave) that conducts consistency maintenance efficiently at a significantly lower cost. Without relying on a static structure, GeWave is highly resilient to P2P churn by adaptive polling with direct node-to-node communication. It avoids unnecessary file updates by dynamically adapting to time-varying file update and query rates. Also, it transmits update messages in a decentralized manner between physically close nodes. Extensive experimental results with PlanetLab demonstrate the effectiveness of GeWave in comparison to other consistency maintenance schemes. Its low overhead, high efficiency, and churn-resilience are particularly attractive to the deployment of large-scale and dynamic P2P file sharing systems.
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